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	Which of the following is the BEST action for the observer to take?
An instructor is being observed while teaching a virtual class with learners from different parts of the country. During the presentation the instructor uses a few colloquialisms. Which of the following is the BEST action for the observer to take?A . Let the instructor keep on going because the training has to get doneB . [&#8230;]
The post Which of the following is the BEST action for the observer to take? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which of the following steps would BEST address this situation?
A contract instructor is preparing training materials for a corporate client. The corporate client has supplied standardized material, but wishes to tailor it for their particular needs. Which of the following steps would BEST address this situation?A . Use the standardized material and supply the learners with supplemental visual aids,B . Modify the standardized materials [&#8230;]
The post Which of the following steps would BEST address this situation? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	When an instructor is unsure whether or not participants comprehend course content, it is BEST to:
When an instructor is unsure whether or not participants comprehend course content, it is BEST to:A . Ask the learners to demonstrate key course learning pointsB . Have the learners repeat the learning objectives back to the instructorC . Ask the group to brainstorm ideas for applying the learningD . Give the learners a pop [&#8230;]
The post When an instructor is unsure whether or not participants comprehend course content, it is BEST to: appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which of the following is an advantage of using the open questioning technique?
Which of the following is an advantage of using the open questioning technique?A . It allows the questioning period to proceed quickly and effectively.B . It allows qui ck assessment of learner knowledge in a virtual environment.C . It creates opportunities for learners to contribute to the discussion.D . It provides an opportunity for the [&#8230;]
The post Which of the following is an advantage of using the open questioning technique? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which of the following is the BEST way to elicit participation?
An instructor notices a learner is not completing the practice exercise that has been assigned. Which of the following is the BEST way to elicit participation?A . Ask the non-participating learner how they are doing and if they have any questions.B . Re-assign the exercise as a group activity.C . Alter the exercise for the [&#8230;]
The post Which of the following is the BEST way to elicit participation? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	An instructor is preparing to deliver a course in leadership effectiveness. One of the exercises causes a concern. The instructor has conducted this type of exercise before and it generally has poor results.
An instructor is preparing to deliver a course in leadership effectiveness. One of the exercises causes a concern. The instructor has conducted this type of exercise before and it generally has poor results. The BEST option for the instructor is to:A . Schedule a brief meeting with the development team to understand the purpose of [&#8230;]
The post An instructor is preparing to deliver a course in leadership effectiveness. One of the exercises causes a concern. The instructor has conducted this type of exercise before and it generally has poor results. appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	If a class has some slow learners and some fast learners, which of the following is the correct pace in which to present material to the class?
If a class has some slow learners and some fast learners, which of the following is the correct pace in which to present material to the class?A . To the pace of the slowest learnerB . To the pace of the average learnerC . To the pace of the course suggestionsD . To the pace [&#8230;]
The post If a class has some slow learners and some fast learners, which of the following is the correct pace in which to present material to the class? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	The adult learning methodology with the LOWEST retention rate is:
The adult learning methodology with the LOWEST retention rate is:A . DiscussionB . ReadingC . LectureD . Demonstration View Answer Answer: C Prev QuestionNext Question
The post The adult learning methodology with the LOWEST retention rate is: appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which of the following BEST describes the advantages of open-ended questions?
Which of the following BEST describes the advantages of open-ended questions?A . It creates opportunities for learners to contribute to the discussion and apply course content.B . It keeps all of the learners engaged and prepared to answer a question.C . It is less likely that the learners will answer them incorrectly.D . It enables [&#8230;]
The post Which of the following BEST describes the advantages of open-ended questions? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Pause at an appropriate place during a presentation can contribute to: (Select TWO)
Pause at an appropriate place during a presentation can contribute to: (Select TWO)A . Reviewing the materialB . Maintaining consistent behaviorC . Adding emphasis to a statementD . Pronouncing words properlyE . Assessing learner&#8217;s level of interest View Answer Answer: C,E Prev QuestionNext Question
The post Pause at an appropriate place during a presentation can contribute to: (Select TWO) appeared first on PdfPrep.com.

